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Driver Behaviour Analytics
Making the roads safer for all of us!

Confidential
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Agenda

1) Introduction – Why driver analytics?

2)Solution Overview – Understanding driver behaviour

3)Sample Insights – Possibilities for information presentation

4)Case Examples – Potential users & reality example
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Why are Driver Behaviour Analytics beneficial?
Uses that analytics can provide 

Regulatory compliance

HSE non-compliance reported as part of 
Sustainability Report.

New revenue generation
Sell as a new product offering to 
enterprise customers (ride-share, taxi, 
bus companies, logistics, etc)

Manage fleet OpEx and LTI

Mitigate risk of vehicle 
incidents/accidents & productivity loss

Increased road safety

Identify hotspots unsafe road infra

BenefitsUse case 
Using app-based sensor information to
identify driving behaviour, road conditions
and anomalies
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Use of driver behaviour analytics outputs as local insights

Why are Driver Behaviour Analytics beneficial?

1. Speeding

2. Driving under the influence of alcohol 
& other psychoactive substances

3. Distracted driving

4. Unsafe road infrastructure

5. Non-use of motorcycle helmets, seat-belts, and child restraints

6. Unsafe vehicles

7. Inadequate post-crash care

8. Inadequate law enforcement of traffic laws

Monitor context-sensitive driver 

behaviour & road conditions to mitigate 

major risk factors.

Source:  Road Safety Considerations in Support of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. Series #10. United Nations Conference on Trade & Development. Transport & Trade 

Facilitation.  https://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/dtltlb2017d4_en.pdf

https://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/dtltlb2017d4_en.pdf
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Capture sensor data using a 

smartphone of in-vehicle devices

Re-orient and classify data.

Recognize and analyze behaviour.

Score.

Customers

Data 

sources

powered by

Nokia AVA
Taxi

School bus

External: Wide range of industry verticals

End-to-end value chain
Solution Overview

Driver Behaviour
Analytics

Hosted in Nokia Cloud
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Driver Behaviour Analytics
Detected events and behaviours

• Acceleration

• Harsh braking

• Turns

• Lane changes

• Distance travelled

• Total drive time

• Driving score

• Potholes

• Bumps

• Disturbing objects

• Poorly constructed roads 

and curves

• Dangerous junctions

• Shifting gears with improper 

clutch handling

• Idle engine RPM detection

• Zig-zag turns

• Spark ignition

• Most annoying driving 

traits

• Behaviour profiling along 

hours of driving

• Behaviour profiling along 

driving at different times of 

the day

Recognition of 
vehicle manoeuvre

Trip analysis

Road surface 
anomaly detection

Driver profiling & 
scoring
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Sample Insights
Driver classification based on behaviour including all calculated KPIs
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Sample Insights
Location of aggressive manoeuvres and speed bumps
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Sample Insights

Road conditions - Location of aggressive manoeuvres

• Location, intensity and 
time of maneuvers 
recorded.
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Case Examples

Potential Users

Target 
Market(s) 

▪ Improving customer experience and driver 
safety 

▪ Improving operational eff. & 
insurance costs for fleet

▪ Tackling driving behavior and setting 
corrective actions

▪ Improving driving programs in driving 
schools

▪ Improving driving conditions, understanding 
bottlenecks, making cities safer and smarter

▪Understanding driving behaviors at 
scale to offer better insurance 

products 

▪Understanding drivers’ behaviors 
to suit marketing campaigns, 

vehicle diagnostics using OBD  

Develop newer mapping products 

Car hailing companies

Fleet operators & enterprises

Law enforcement entities

City infrastructure Mapping companies

Automotive sector

Insurance companies

Fleet

Fleet

Fleet
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MoU as part of Dubai Future Accelerator 
(DFA) program

Reference - Dubai Police

Customer challenge
• Reduce traffic related mortality rate to 2.5 per 100 

thousand citizens by 2021.

Nokia’s solution
• Proposed as part of DFA program - Driver behaviour analytics 

using smart app or smart license number plates 

Benefits
• AI/machine learning-based analytics

• Completely smartphone app-based 

• Hosted on Nokia platform https://gulfnews.com/uae/discounted-insurance-

offers-for-good-drivers-in-the-future-1.2132233

https://gulfnews.com/uae/discounted-insurance-offers-for-good-drivers-in-the-future-1.2132233
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Thank You!
“Using technology, we now have a 

better chance than ever before to tackle 

some of the world’s cruelest injustices. 

And there can be no greater injustice 

than when someone dies before their 

time.”

Rajeev Suri

President & CEO, Nokia

#WEF17
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Backup Slides
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Driver profile
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Driving trip analysis
Analysis of ~50 ride-share drivers in Dubai
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Fatigue management - Impact of time of day on behaviour

Time of day vs Driver score

Individual Driver Score

Significant degradation of 

driver score after  continued 

hours of driving & late night 

driving

Overall Fleet Score
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10 Reasons on why Nokia for DBA 
Driver Behaviour Analytics

Unique Differentiators

1) Global and scalable solution which can expand for major and international enterprises.

2) Commercial model which allows you to start small and grow your analysis circle with time.

3) Plug-n-Play SW enablement allowing instant market rollout.

4) Reduced Total Cost of Ownership by eliminating OBD setup and integration.

5) No dependency on car manufacturers or OEM vendors.

6) Driving performance evaluation is based on founded scientific laws.

7) Modular and multi-layer architecture allowing for complete customization based on individual 
customer needs.

8) Portability to all forms of transportation means.

9) Decoupled performance evaluation logic from location data allowing solution to fully function 

without GPS.

10) Analysis expands to cover technology based distractions not possible with other solutions.

“in Ovum's view, the greater 

opportunity for driver safety 

services lies with entirely 

smartphone-based solutions 

that do not require 

additional hardware.” : Ovum 

2019
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Why are Driver Behaviour Analytics beneficial? 
Legacy OBD analytics typically provide vehicle insights, not driver behaviour

Sensor orientation agnostic 
raw data

Portability to all forms of 
transport

Minimal CapEx outlay – OBDs 
not required

Nokia analytics engine
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Opportunity

• Despite the fast-paced development of self-driving technology, human drivers are expected to remain active for the foreseeable future. Human driver Behaviour

therefore remains a key

influencing factor of road safety, including that of other drivers and vulnerable road users such as cyclists and pedestrians. 

• Many aspects of driver Behaviour can be understood via the analysis of the vehicle’s motion, detectable by sensors such as accelerometer and gyroscope. 

Collecting such samples is already possible via onboard smartphones, most of which contains the necessary sensory equipment as well as location service via 

GPS.

• The combination of motion sensors and the location trajectory reveals a lot about the style of individual drivers, including the smoothness or aggressively of each 

maneuver (acceleration, brake, turn, lane change), the stability of their steering, or the habit of shifting gears on manual transmissions. Additionally, the data 

indicates road surface anomalies too, enabling automatic detection of potholes, poorly architected speed bumps and other disturbing objects. 

• Dangerous architectures and junctions can also be detected by analyzing localized Behaviour at certain poorly visible curves. Interestingly, a high frequency

sampling of motion data even indicates attributes of combustion engines, such as RPM count and spark ignition. Performing analytics on a fleet enables to 

identify best drivers and Behaviour to be promoted as well as profiles that should be discouraged.

Breakthrough Innovations

A versatile driver analytics solution with AI algorithms has been developed with key innovative capabilities:

· AI driven recognition of vehicle maneuvers (acceleration, brake, turns, lane changes, etc.) and road surface anomalies (potholes, bumps, etc.)

· Analytics for feature extraction (idle engine RPM detection via vibrations, zig-zag turns, shy acceleration detection, shifting gears with improper clutch handling, etc.)

· Driver Behaviour analytics and evaluation (flag aggressive Behaviour, etc.)

· Driver personal style profiling and classification

Description

• The demonstration provides as web interface visualizing the complex Behaviour profiles of multiple drivers. Individual Behaviour deep-dive as well as high level 

comparative are both provided. A map view with various overlays presents location-bound insight, such as road surface anomalies, too string bumps and 

locations triggering aggressive maneuvers from many drivers. 

• The change of Behaviour along a timeline is also analyzed, showing that the Behaviour of many drivers start to deteriorate slightly after multiple continuous hours 

driven. An additional view presents a recorded driving session with two onboard video streams (from the cockpit and through the window), with detailed

presentation and validation of the maneuver detection capability.
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US$30B WW revenue forecast for smartphone-based driver safety service by 2022
Why are Driver Behaviour Analytics beneficial?

Source: Grabbing the Attention of Distracted Drivers by Charles Juniper. Ovum. https://ovum.informa.com/resources/product-content/grabbing-the-attention-of-distracted-drivers

https://ovum.informa.com/resources/product-content/grabbing-the-attention-of-distracted-drivers
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Road injury is a top 10 cause of death for upper-middle 
& lower income countries

Why are Driver Behaviour Analytics beneficial?

Source: The top 10 causes of death. World Health Organization. https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/the-top-10-causes-of-death

https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/the-top-10-causes-of-death
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Content & Volume
Data inputs required for AI analysis

1. Data dictionary – per trip: 

a) Location data

i. Latitude and Longitude

ii. Timestamp in mSec

iii. Speed

b) Sensor data :

i. Accelerometer readings sampled at least every 20 mSec.

ex: Timestamp; acc_x; acc_y; acc_z

ii. Gyroscopic readings sampled at least every 20 mSec

ex: Timestamp; gyro_x; gyro_y; gyro_z

c) Unique Identifier / IMEI

2. Volume of data generated: 100MB for 10 hours of driving
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Solution architecture
White-labelled, cloud-based delivery method enables regional delivery, with 
local privacy mgmt.
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Driver Behaviour Analytics
Hosted end-to-end SaaS model

Hosting platform

(SaaS)

Data Sources

Customer interface

Driver Behaviour Analytics

1. Smartphone – Software developed & delivered by Nokia to collect smartphone sensor data readings.

2. On-board/In-Vehicle device – Existing connected hardware installed in the vehicle.

3. External data – Data collected by the enterprise or OEM providers.

• Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning.

• Using Nokia’s AVA in Nokia’s Cloud

• Hosted solution across all regions for fast rollout of services with pure SW enablement.

• Data re-orientation & normalization – Clean and re-orient the data for ML consumption 

• Driving manoeuvre detection – Automatic learning and detection of various driving manoeuvres.

• Road surface defects detection – Automatic learning and detection of multiple road surface conditions.

• Behaviour analysis – Mobility and driving behaviour analysis with ML.

• Trip analysis – Complete trip analysis against time, distance, and location. 

• Driver Scoring – Individual and overall fleet scoring system.

• Cloud based User Interface – White label online portal 

• Paperback reports – Tabular data, CSV

Data required to run the driving behaviour analysis is limited to Accelerometer, Gyroscope, and GPS location.
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Enhance ‘safety’ branding
Ride-Hailing Industry (Uber, Didi, Grab, GO-JEK, Cabify, Lyft, Ola, .. )

Problem

✓ In an unregulated industry, Ride-Hailing Companies need to screen their drivers

Background

✓ New technology entrant in the country

✓ Often unregulated locally

✓ Compete with regulated/licensed taxi companies

✓ Industry has low barrier-to-entry → many start-ups compete with incumbent Rideshare Co.

✓ Need to differentiate not just on pricing & service, but also safety to be 

considered the “preferred PHV” locally.

Opportunity

✓ Head of Safety at a ride-share company to include unbiased Driver Score 

as part of driver profile to demonstrate to passengers that Ride-Share 

Co prioritizes safety (driver behaviour).
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Evaluate road conditions

Problem

✓ Development banks provide grants/loans for massive road infrastructure projects. E.g. ADB forecasts a spend of US$14B for infra projects in 

2020. The financiers need effective, non-destructive testing, i.e. QA/QC methods to ensure that roads are built to the standards promised 

in the agreements. 

Background

✓ Roughness is an important pavement characteristic as it affects not only ride quality, but also 

vehicle delay costs, fuel consumption and maintenance costs. 

✓ The prevalent measure for quantifying roughness, IRI (International Roughness Index) is also used 

by financiers to determine penalties or bonus payments.

✓ The current measuring techniques/equipment: 

Opportunity

✓ Consultancy companies focused in the infrastructure domain could be interested in this space. 

E.g. Jacobs, AECOM, Mott Macdonald, WSP Global. 

✓ Road Transport Authorities, Highway concessionaire holders.

Equipment/Technique Complexity

Rod & level survey Most simple

Dipstick profiler Simple

Profilographs Simple

Response type road roughness meters (RTRRMs) Complex

Profiling devices More complex

Dipstick profiler

Profilograph

https://www.adb.org/about/infrastructure
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Use current driver behaviour data to determine license renewal/revocation
Road Transport Authority – Driver License Renewal Guidelines for Seniors

Problem

✓ Arbitrary age imposed to stop driving (vs actual capability)

✓ Costly annual medicals to renew driver licences (in rural areas)

✓ Insurance companies impose conditions for older drivers 

above a pre-defined age, e.g. withdraw cover, older drivers to bear an 

excess of a pre-defined limit

Background

✓ Ageing population

✓ No standard global or national regulations

✓ Varying regulations - demanding: 

• self-assessment/declaration re: fit-to-drive

• compulsory medical tests (eye/vision/mental acuity) 

• frequent renewal of drivers licence beyond a certain age

Opportunity

✓ Road transport authority to mandate driver behaviour analytics to determine renew/revoke driver’s license for 

seniors
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Top 30 countries - count of new commercial vehicle sales per year (2017)

Source: OICA, TheGlobalEconomy.com

https://www.theglobaleconomy.com/South-Korea/commercial_vehicle_sales/
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Road injury is top 10 global causes of deaths 
Travel Risk Map 2019

Source: International SOS. Travel Risk Map https://www.travelriskmap.com/#/planner/map/road-safety

https://www.travelriskmap.com/#/planner/map/road-safety
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Leading causes of death by age, males, England, 2016
UK Example

From Gov.UK Trends & Analysis. Trends in mortality. Published 11 September 2018.    https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/health-profile-for-england-2018/chapter-2-trends-in-

mortality

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/health-profile-for-england-2018/chapter-2-trends-in-mortality

